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Sunday, April 3rd Contact Prayer Team, Rob 
& Deb Cozort, Cliff & Angi Wiggins 
reported: 

A Sister who needs to get involved with a body 
of believers and for salvation of her family.  
A Brother who is exhausted. Strength.  
A Brother who is fighting cynicism and feeling 
like God is not answering his prayers.  
Prayers for Charles “Maverick”  Rebecca (our 
worship leader today) and Tom’s little baby 
boy for “a spirit filled life” and protection as he 
grows. 
A Sister, a Westmont student seeking 
Freedom.  Prayed for her to be a light to others. 

O n g o i n g  Pr a y e r  N o t e s  
Please pray for Tanner Klein as he explores his 
new career steps and a new job, as he is “On 
Mission” for Jesus in Europe.  
Continue to pray for Matt & Amber Smith.  Just 
as they were preparing to go to Stanford for 
much needed medical help, Amber writes:  
“Unfortunately, I am sick. And in Boise. Things 
didn’t go as planned last week. I had a bit of a 
crash health-wise, and caught a virus which 
grounded me here. I had a Covid test this 
morning. Hopefully, the test will be negative 
and I can recover quickly.  Prayers 
appreciated.” 
Please continue to pray for Ashley’s ongoing 
medical issues and her children’s future 
remains uncertain due to her ex-husband’s 
unexpected and untimely death. 
Please Continue Praying for Aaron Cronen, 
recovering from surgery again.  Pray for 
complete healing, and that this is the last 
surgery required.  

C o n t a c t  Pr a y e r  N o t e s

L ast week’s article on fasting sparked quite a few conversations.  I found 
that many people have very different ideas about fasting, and more than a 
few practice it regularly.  One thing that kept coming up is the idea that 

fasting is not about food.   A biblical fast says, “God, I love You first, most, 
and above everything else. I will not be owned by anything or anyone else.  
My life flows from You and You alone, and because of that I need to 
remind my body and mind of their utter dependence upon You.”    Since 

l i f e - t h r e a t e n i n g 
hunger isn’t such a 
problem for most of 
us, perhaps there are 
things in our lives 
that command more 
attention, are more 
d i s r u p t i v e , a n d 
propose even greater 
d is t ract ions than 
food.  Hence, the 
question:  What 
would it look like to 

unplug and observe a digital fast?  We’ve all read articles and heard reports on 
the undesirable consequences of media addiction.  Most of us wouldn’t 
consider ourselves addicted per se.  Although, I’d venture to say we’d be 
surprised at the reaction we might experience from simply determining to put 
our smartphone down for a day, or not open our laptop.   If any of this rings true 
for you, here are some suggestions for how we might observe a digital fast.   

7 Points on Observing a Digital Fast 
1. Think it Through in Advance — Many of us depend upon our smartphones, 

email and other media for our livelihood.  Simply shutting down could 
cause significant disruption to others.  Instead, set a time in the near future 
for your fast, and then send an email or SMS text to everyone you 
communicate with regularly, letting them know in advance that you’ll be 
unplugged for that period of time.   

2. Your Fast Needs Purpose — The most important and first thing that should 
be on your list is Prayer.  We often say, “A fast without prayer is a diet.  It does 
you some good physically, but may not be of any spiritual help at all.  Prayer 
must always accompany a biblical fast.”  Beyond the time to pray and 
reconnect with God, though, other purposes may arise.  Write down why 
you are unplugging and what you are hoping to gain out of the 
experience. Hang it on your fridge or on the mirror in your bathroom.  
When your digital fast gets hard, remember why you started.   

O b s e r v i n g  a  D i g i t a l  Fa s t
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T o proclaim His name among those who have 
never heard is the highest calling of 
evangelism.  This year as Muslims worldwide 
are devoting themselves to prayer and fasting, 

let’s ask Jesus to reveal Himself in miraculous ways. 

Pr a y  f o r  O u r  Pa s t o r s

Aimie  Lalas  
Fri tz  Velasquez  
Chip  & Darre l len  Graves
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“Keep a close watch on yourself and on the teaching. Persist in this 
for by so doing you will save both yourself and your hearers”  

1 Timothy 4:16 

God has called 
our pastors to 
be examples 

to the flock (1 Peter 
5:3). Character qualities 
make up the majority of 
t h e b i b l i c a l 
qualifications for pastors/elders in the New 
Testament (1 Timothy 3:1–7; Titus 1:5–9; 1 Peter 5:1–
4). We have been blessed with men who love Jesus 
and love serving Him by serving us.  Pray that the 
Holy Spirit will draw them closer to God every day. 
Pray for them to be quick to repent when they sin.  
Pray for them to be conformed more and more to 
the image of Christ. Ask the Lord to deliver them 
from the evil one.  

3. Engagement is the Goal — not isolation. When constantly looking at our 
phone we become distracted and not fully present with others. During your 
digital fast, look for non-digital ways to connect with others. Have a 
conversation over lunch or sit in front of someone and give them the gift of 
your full attention (a novel concept these days).  Spend time with your 
spouse or family reading a book.  Take turns reading aloud.    

4. Your fast Needs Definition — What you are going to fast from? Maybe it’s 
social media, Instagram, Twitter, etc.  Perhaps it’s Netflix or even all 
entertainment.  (Daniel determined to fast from “delicacies” (Daniel 10:3).  
Dressed up in digital clothing, that might look like, “I will not use my 
smartphone for anything entertaining.”  I wonder how well I would all do at 
such a discipline?  You decide. Determine your parameters and the length 
of time you are going to fast. If this is your first digital fast, start with a 24-hour 
period. After it’s done, evaluate how it went to figure out what will work best 
for you in the future. 

5. Pay Attention to Behavior —  At the beginning you might find yourself 
reaching for your phone every time you are bored or lonely. Make a practice 
of noticing  your emotions and desires. A fast can be an incredible 
opportunity for the Lord to show you deeper things that you would not have 
noticed otherwise.  Journal your observations - that’s right, get a pen and 
write them down on paper. 

6. What is the Message of Your Fast? — The dark side of technology is that it 
feeds our insatiable need to be known without actually satisfying it. Ask 
yourself the hard questions during your fast, like “Where do I seek my 
identity from?”  C.S. Lewis said: “If we find ourselves with a desire that nothing 
in this world can satisfy, the most probable explanation is that we were made 
for another world.”  Perhaps the digital world is not the best place to seek 
meaning and identity. 

7. Feed Your Mind Without Scrolling — Read a newspaper or book instead of 
scrolling through your Newsfeed.  Some of us may be addicted to the point-
and-shoot, hyperlinked, instant answers version of Bible study. Try going 
back to the time-honored, page-turning method.  What results do you think 
it might produce?  One fairly certain result is that our minds enjoy a bit more 
down-time, as we manually leaf through our Bible, write down the scriptural 
addresses etc.  

Solitude and silence were a significant element of Jesus’ ministry. He often 
withdrew from the crowds and went into the wilderness to pray (Luke 5:16).  Did 
you know we are more creative when we have down time? Go for a prayer walk 
and see where your mind, engaged with the mind of Christ, might take you.  As 
we said earlier, fasting is more about engaging than it is about isolating.  But 
there is something to be said for being alone with God, as well. Sometimes it’s 
necessary to disconnect from the world in order to reconnect with God and 
reorder our priorities to notice what is happening to our soul.  I’m aware as I write 
that you will most likely read this on a smartphone, tablet or computer.  Still I must 
say, as with a food fast, a digital fast could provide significant benefit for us all. 

Click Here for Statistics & Suggestions on Tech for Families 

Pray for the Muslim World 
During Their Holy Days

Click here to Download a 30 Day 
Guide to Prayer for the Muslim World
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